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ABSTRACT

Listeners can rapidly adapt to an unfamiliar
accent. Previous literature shows that such phonetic
learning is often speaker-specific for speech sounds
such as fricatives — it does not transfer to
novel speakers, possibly because fricatives contain
spectral properties that cue speaker identity.
However, recent research shows that transfer to
a novel sound contrast can occur within a single
speaker, suggesting that there is room for analogous
transfer of learning to a novel speaker with a
sufficiently similar pronunciation. This study
examines the generalization of phonetic learning
for an atypical fricative pronunciation to novel
speakers, focusing on the mechanisms that underlie
such perceptual adaptation. Results from a set of
experiments show that transfer of phonetic learning
can occur to both novel speakers and novel phonetic
contrasts, but that listeners may rely upon a more
conservative mechanism when generalizing learning
to novel speakers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Listeners show a remarkable ability to adapt to a
novel accent, with a minimal amount of exposure
generally sufficient to improve processing and/or
comprehension [1, 2]. One example of such
phonetic learning is lexically-guided recalibration of
listeners’ perceptual categories [3]. For instance,
following exposure to a phonetically ambiguous
pronunciation (/s/ = [s/f]) embedded in a word (e.g.,
mo?), listeners recalibrate their /s/ category such that
they perceive more tokens along an /s/-/f/ phonetic
continuum as /s/. Previous literature has suggested
that this type of perceptual learning is often speaker-
specific — it does not tend to generalize [4,
5]. However, recent literature suggests that there
is some listener tolerance for phonetic mismatch
between exposure and test contexts — listeners

can generalize learning to a novel phonetic contrast
containing the trained sound category [6]. Such
results suggest that lexically-guided recalibration
of phonetic categories is sufficiently robust to
phonetic variation to facilitate speaker-independent
adaptation to a given accent, as has been found
in related literature on accent accommodation [2].
Crucially, listeners must be able to abstract over
between-speaker differences in order to successfully
learn the accent. Simultaneously, these must be able
to pick up on regularities rising from interactions
of the L1 and L2 sound systems. For instance,
a common error by non-native speakers (NNS) of
English involves the (inter-)dental frictives /T/ and
/D/, because these sounds are typologically rare.
NNS often substitute another sound that does exist
in their L1 phoneme inventory (e.g., /f/, /s/, or /t/).
However, even NNS with the same L1 background
may realize a given sound in different ways
[7], leading to perceptually and spectrally distinct
realizations across speakers of the “same” accent.
A study by [8] also found significant acoustic and
articulatory variation in the production of these
sounds across native American English speakers.
So, achieving speaker-independent learning may
require striking the right balance between perceptual
flexibility and sensitivity: accommodating between-
speaker variability while picking up on systematic
phonetic patterns within a given accent.

To assess the nature of the mechanism underlying
recalibration of phonetic categories, [6] tested
listeners on a series of sound contrasts containing
the trained phoneme. Results showed that learning
was not contrast-specific, but generalized to a
novel contrast that was perceptually similar to
the training accent. This result is consistent
with a phonetic learning strategy that involves
expansion of a perceptual category into neighboring
phonetic space, and suggests that the perceptual
system utilizes a relatively coarse-grained learning
mechanism in such situations. It is plausible that
maintaining this kind of general learning strategy
could help listeners achieve speaker-independent
adaptation to a non-natively accented speech, which
speech tends to be especially variable [9].
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Existing literature does not provide a clear answer
to the question of whether listeners rely on the
same mechanisms for speaker-specific vs. speaker-
independent phonetic learning [5, 10, 11]. Previous
work has suggested that both relatively general
and more specific mechanisms may be available
to learners [12, 13]. The current study builds
on recent work investigating the nature of the
mechanism involved in perceptual recalibration or
returning of phonetic categories [6]. We do so
by testing cross-speaker generalization for multiple
phonetic contrasts, in an attempt to understand
what mechanisms underlie generalization of such
learning.

2. EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 followed the methods used in [6]
while introducing a novel female and male speaker
to test transfer of learning. Pilot testing found that
intermixing tokens for all 3 speakers within a single
test task prevented the detection of any training
effect, contrary to results of [11, 14]. Therefore,
the following experiments directly replicate the
procedures in [6], where each group of participants
only heard a single speaker.

2.1. Participants

The experiments in this study were conducted
using a custom web-based program [15]. Initially,
255 participants were recruited via the Prolific
online platform. All participants lived in the U.S.
and reported being native speakers of American
English with normal speech and hearing. Exclusion
of participants who failed to meet experimental
criteria (following [6]) resulted in the removal of 45
participants, leaving a total of 210 whose data were
retained for analysis.

2.2. Stimuli

The same materials and procedures used in [6]
were also used in this study. However, this
experiment also included test continua produced by
two novel speakers, recorded and processed using
the same procedures, testing listeners on either (1)
the male speaker from [6] who produced the training
materials (age = 27), (2) a novel male speaker (age
= 30), or (3) a novel female speaker (age = 25). All
speakers were native speakers of American English,
had grown up in California, and were living in
California at the time of recording.

2.3. Procedure

Participants first had to complete a headphone check
[16] . Participants in the accent exposure group
then completed the same lexical decision task in
[6] to familiarize them with the ambiguous accent
(a pronunciation where /T/ was replaced with [T/s]
in 20 critical words). All participants completed a
categorization task using the same 4 /T/-/s/ minimal-
pair continua presented in [6]. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the three speakers.
There were a total of 112 tokens (4 continua x 7
tokens x 4 repetitions per token). Tokens within each
continuum were randomized and order of continua
was counterbalanced across participants.

2.4. Analyses

Prior to analysis, trials with response times < 200
ms or > 2500 ms were removed, following [11,
14, 6]. Across the 3 speakers (familiar male, novel
male, novel female), this resulted in removal of
736 trials (2.47% , 3.97%, and 2.72% of data per
speaker). Data were analyzed via generalized linear
mixed-effects regression modeling, using the lme4
package [17] in R [18]. Maximal random effect
structure was used for each model where this did
not result in convergence issues, with random slopes
fitted for all within-participant main effects [19].
The significance of fixed effects and interactions
between them was assessed using a Wald chi-
squared test. An identical model was fitted for
each group of listeners. Categorical variables were
treatment-coded and included condition (training vs
control, ref = control), /T/ word position (word-
initial vs. word-final, ref = word-final), and
experiment half (trial block 1 vs. block 2, ref =
block 1). Block was not included as a predictor
in[6], but its inclusion is justified by recent studies
showing that the recalibration effect can diminish or
disappear over the course of testing [20]. A single
numeric variable (continuum step, range = 1-7) was
included as a centered numeric variable.

2.5. Results

Results for the familiar male speaker showed
significant main effects of continuum step (χ2(1)
= 165.54, p < 0.001), experimental group (χ2(1)
= 6.43, p < 0.05), and block (χ2(1) = 6.32, p <
0.05). There were also significant 2-way interactions
of continuum step by group (χ2(1) = 5.53, p < 0.05)
and continuum step by block (χ2(1) = 4.21, p <
0.05). Finally, there were also significant 3-way
interactions of step, group, and block (χ2(1) = 6.73,
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Figure 1: Categorization results for /T/-/s/ minimal-pair phonetic continua. The effect of accent exposure was
significant effect for the familiar male speaker and marginally significant effect for the novel male speaker.

p < 0.01), and step, word position, and block (χ2(1)
= 7.31, p < 0.01). Crucially, the exposure group
showed showed a significantly higher proportion
(3.8%) of /T/ responses (b = 0.86, SE = 0.34, z =
2.54, p < 0.05) compared to controls (see Fig. 1).

Results for the novel male speaker showed main
effects of continuum step (χ2(1) = 173.19, p <
0.001), word position (χ2(1) = 18.80, p < 0.001),
and trial block (χ2(1) = 8.77, p < 0.01), with
a marginal effect of experimental group (χ2(1) =
3.28, p = 0.070). There were also significant 2-
way interactions of continuum step by word position
(χ2(1) = 7.41, p < 0.01) as well as word position
by block (χ2(1) = 8.16, p < 0.01). There was
also a significant 3-way interaction of step, word
position, and block (χ2(1) = 11.14, p < 0.001).
The exposure group showed a marginally significant
(5.3%) increase in the proportion of /T/ responses
compared to controls (b = 0.57, SE= 0.31, z = 1.81,
p = 0.070).

Results for the novel female speaker showed
significant main effects of continuum step (χ2(1) =
198.42, p < 0.001) and of block (χ2(1) = 18.91,
p < 0.001). There was also a significant 2-way
interaction of group and block (χ2(1) = 4.25, p
< 0.05). The exposure group showed showed a
small numeric shift (1.8%) in their /T/-/s/ category
boundary (see Figure 1, but this difference was not
significant (b = 0.13, SE = 0.26, z = 0.48, p = 0.63).
There was also a significant decrease in the size of
the training effect across experiment blocks (b = -
0.92, SE = 0.44, z-score = -2.06, p < 0.05).

3. EXPERIMENT 2

Results of Experiment 1 replicated the key result
in [6], and also provide tentative evidence of
generalization of learning to a novel speaker of
the same gender. This is consistent with previous
phonetic recalibration studies showing that such
learning for fricatives tends to resist cross-speaker
generalization [5, 11], transfer only observed under
highly similar exposure and test contexts.

The following set of experiments tests whether
learning for the same ambiguous pronunciation (/T/
= [T/s]) can transfer to both a new speaker and a
new phonetic contrast (/T/-/S/). Given that transfer
of learning was observed within a single speaker
in [6], it is possible that the same mechanism
may facilitate cross-speaker generalization for this
contrast. Given gender-based spectral differences
in fricative realization [21, 22], we might expect a
different pattern of results here, since the female
speaker’s /S/ may be acoustically closer to the male
speaker’s /s/, allowing transfer for this contrast
even though no transfer was observed in /T/-/S/
categorization.

The set of experiments presented below each
utilize the same training materials and speakers as
in Experiment 1. The test phase, however, involves
categorization of /T/-/S/ minimal-pair continua, as
in Experiment 2 of [6]. All procedures, materials,
and analyses are otherwise identical to those of
Experiment 1, a with a comparable number of
participants (N=208 across the 3 speakers) and
comparable data exclusion rates.

3.1. Results

For the familiar male speaker, model results revealed
main effects of continuum step (χ2(1) = 177.03, p <
0.001) and block (χ2(1) = 31.10, p < 0.001). There
was also a significant 2-way interaction of word
position and block (χ2(1) = 8.77, p < 0.01), and a
4-way interaction of step, group, word position, and
block (χ2(1) = 6.00, p < 0.05). Crucially, the effect
of experimental group failed to reach significance
(χ2(1) = 2.38, p = 0.12).

For the novel male speaker, model results revealed
main effects of continuum step (χ2(1) = 127.52, p
< 0.001), experimental group (χ2(1) = 6.78, p <
0.01), word position (χ2(1) = 63.24, p < 0.001), and
trial block (χ2(1) = 22.06, p < 0.001). There were
also significant 2-way interactions of step and word
position (χ2(1) = 5.73, p < 0.01), of group and block
(χ2(1) = 10.43, p < 0.001), and of word position and
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Figure 2: Categorization results for /T/-/S/ minimal-pair phonetic continua. A significant effect of accent exposure
was observed for the novel male and female speakers, but not for the familiar male speaker.

block (χ2(1) = 15.66, p < 0.001). There were also
3-way interactions of step, group, and word position
(χ2(1) = 9.77, p < 0.01), of step, word position,
and block (χ2(1) = 6.28, p < 0.05), and a 4-way
interaction of step, group, word position, and block
(χ2(1) = 5.36, p < 0.05). The training effect showed
up as a significant decrease (-3.2%) in the proportion
of /T/ responses in the data (b = -0.90, SE =0.35, z
= -2.60 p < 0.01), but this effect shrank in size over
the course of the task: the -5.1% shift seen in the
first half of trials decreased to -1.3% in the second
half (b = 0.85, SE = 0.26, z = 3.23, p < 0.01).

For the novel female speaker, results showed
main effects of continuum step (χ2(1) = 112.44, p
< 0.001), experimental group (χ2(1) = 5.01, p <
0.05), and trial block (χ2(1) = 5.21, p < 0.05), with
a significant interaction of step and word position
(χ2(1) = 5.66, p < 0.05). Training resulted in a
significant increase (1.8%) in the proportion of /T/
responses (b = 1.00, SE = 0.45, z = 2.24, p < 0.05)

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Overall, these results provide evidence that
recalibration of phonetic categories can affect
perception of novel speakers, consistent with
previous work [5, 23, 11]. This study builds on
previous work by demonstrating that it is possible
for recalibration of phonetic categories to transfer
to both novel speakers and novel phonetic contrasts
involving the trained target sound. The pattern
of results suggests that listeners may rely on
a more conservative perceptual strategy when
generalizing learning to novel speakers, compared
to the mechanisms of adaptation for a single speaker
reported in earlier work [6].

Experiment 1 replicated previous work [6],
finding perceptual learning for an atypical /T/=[T/s]
pronunciation for the familiar male speaker, and also
showing a trend for generalization to a novel male—
but not a novel female—speaker. Experiment 2
failed to find perceptual learning for the familiar
speaker, but found that training did affect perception

of both a novel male and female speaker. Results
here show an opposite pattern across speakers,
where listeners tested on the female speaker showed
a great likelihood to classify ambiguous [T/s] tokens
as exemplars of /T/, while those tested on the
male speaker were less tolerant of such atypical
pronunciations.

Overall, this pattern of results suggests that
transfer of learning is constrained by a relatively
targeted mechanism. Crucially, we do not find
support for the category expansion mechanism
reported in recent work [6], as lack of learning
in the familiar speaker condition in Exp.2 fails to
replicate their result. While results of Exp.1 are
explicable in terms of between-speaker similarity,
interactions between speaker gender, sound contrast,
and transfer of learning in Exp.2 are puzzling and
not clearly aligned with previous literature where
cross-speaker and cross-gender learning has been
observed [5]. The negative categorization shift for
the novel male speaker in Exp.2, where listeners
were less likely to perceive /T/ following accent
exposure, is particularly puzzling, as such a learning
effect has not been reported in previous phonetic
recalibration literature. A fuller discussion of these
points, including acoustic analyses, may be found
in Ch. 4 of [24], with all study materials publically
available at [25].

In summary, these results suggest that
generalization of phonetic learning is relatively
constrained, consistent with previous work
[5, 4, 10, 11]. Nonetheless, learning did transfer
to both novel female and male speakers under
particular testing conditions, challenging earlier
work suggesting that phonetic learning for fricatives
is entirely speaker-specific [4]. The mixed results
in this study are not entirely surprising given
the conflicting pattern of results in the broader
literature, where generalization following single-
speaker accent exposure has been found in some
studies [26] but not others [2]. Future work may
shed additional light on the the precise factors
modulating such cross-speaker transfer of learning.
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